On the work sharing among GPUs and CPU cores on GPU equipped clusters, it is a critical issue to keep load balance among these heterogeneous computing resources. We have been developing a runtime system for this problem on PGAS language named XcalableMPdev/StarPU [1]. Through the development, we found the necessity of adaptive load balancing for GPU/CPU work sharing to achieve the best performance for various application codes.
Abstract. On the work sharing among GPUs and CPU cores on GPU equipped clusters, it is a critical issue to keep load balance among these heterogeneous computing resources. We have been developing a runtime system for this problem on PGAS language named XcalableMPdev/StarPU [1] . Through the development, we found the necessity of adaptive load balancing for GPU/CPU work sharing to achieve the best performance for various application codes.
In this paper, we enhance our language system XcalableMP-dev/ StarPU to add a new feature which can control the task size to be assigned to these heterogeneous resources dynamically during application execution. As a result of performance evaluation on several benchmarks, we confirmed the proposed feature correctly works and the performance with heterogeneous work sharing provides up to about 40% higher performance than GPU-only utilization even for relatively small size of problems.
Introduction
While GPU clusters with high performance GPUs provide cost effective HPC environment, still there is a serious problem on programming for users who are forced to describe complicated codes with mixed paradigm on parallel processing and GPU computing. Recent programming codes on a modern PC cluster commonly described in a hybrid manner to combine MPI and OpenMP to exploit the parallelism of resources effectively. In addition on GPU clusters, the programmers additionally have to describe GPU manipulation. As a result, large scale parallel GPU programming on GPU clusters becomes the toughest work on parallel processing which easily causes numerous coding errors and reduces code productivity.
We have been developing a language named XcalableMP (hereinafter called XMP for short) [2] , which is a directive-based PGAS (Partitioned Global Address Space) language for parallel systems with distributed memory architecture. In addition to the original XMP specification, we also proposed an extension of XMP for accelerating device programming environments such as CUDA or OpenCL, named XcalableMP-dev [3] (hereinafter called XMP-dev for short), which employs the concept of XMP by supporting a feature to off-load the computation of a specified section (loop) to the target accelerating devices.
In our previous work [1], we utilized both GPU and CPU resources on each node for work sharing of the loop execution within the context of the XMP-dev language. For this purpose, we apply StarPU [4] for sub-task management and scheduling where a loop execution is divided into a number of sub-tasks for multiple GPUs and CPU cores on each computation node. Based on this concept, we implemented XcalableMP-dev/StarPU (hereinafter called XMP-dev/StarPU for short) which enables the loop-level work sharing among CPU cores and GPU on each computation node while the framework of XMP. In some cases, we confirmed that this new feature improves the performance of GPU clusters with additional power by CPU cores rather than using GPU only, with very simple and easy programming for high productivity. In many cases, however, the performance gain with GPU/CPU work sharing is not enough as estimated. The basic problem is how to decide the task size to be assigned to CPU cores and GPUs which has different characteristics on the performance.
In this paper, to solve this problem, we propose a new framework to control the task size to be dispatched to heterogeneous devices (CPU cores and GPUs) individually and dynamically. In this method, we can keep the execution time on each device as almost the same by dispatching different size of tasks to them even with a limited but moderate number of tasks according to the problem size.
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Overview of XcalableMP (XMP)
XMP [5] is a PGAS language for describing large-scale scientific code on parallel systems with distributed memory architecture. For simplification for easy understanding, XMP is a directive-based parallelizing language with grammar similar to that of OpenMP. And its concept came from HPF [6] for global array distribution and work sharing on loop construction. It is possible to parallelize the target code with just a few changes on the original serial code, thus the programming effort can be significantly reduced compared with many additional lines in MPI programming.
XcalableMP-dev (XMP-dev)
In addition to XMP directives (please refer [5] in detail) which enable data/task parallelization between nodes in a distributed memory system, XMP-dev directives (please refer [3] in detail) enable further data/task parallelization between one or more acceleration devices on each node under the concept of off-loading the computation to them. Figure 1 shows an example of XMP-dev code. When a code is written in XMP-dev, XMP directives describe the distribution of data among. On each
